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Casteel’s first solo exhibition, Visible Man, was presented at Sargent’s Daughters in 2014.

Jordan Casteel: Returning the Gaze was the artist’s first major institutional solo exhibition. Organized by the Denver Art Museum in 2019, the 
exhibition traveled to the Cantor Arts Center the following year. Read a review in Southwest Contemporary. 

The New Museum installed Jordan Casteel: Within Reach in 2020, featuring nearly forty paintings spanning her career. Read a review of the 
exhibition in the Brooklyn Rail by Nina Wolpow and another in the New York Times by Jillian Steinhauer. 

In 2021, Casteel was named a MacArthur Fellow. Watch a video about how the artist is “capturing everyday encounters with people and 
places in works that invite recognition of our shared humanity.”

Massimo De Carlo Gallery in London was the first international gallery to exhibit 
a solo show of Casteel’s work in 2021. Read an interview in the New York Times 
Magazine by Sandra E. Garcia about her preparation for Jordan Casteel: There Is a 
Season. 

Jordan Casteel: In Bloom was on display at Casey Kaplan Gallery in 2022. Read 
”Jordan Casteel Won’t Rest on Her Laurels,” a review in Hyperallergic by John Yau. 
Also read a review in Juxtapoz Magazine and a 2022 profile of the artist in The 
Cut: “Where Jordan Casteel Sees Herself Going.” 

Read an interview with Casteel for The Creative Independent, “On Finding the Perfect Balance,” and a conversation 
between Jordan Casteel and Calida Rawles in Gagosian Quarterly about “the nature of success, the intricacies of care, 
and how they each envision their practice.”

http://www.jordancasteel.com/
https://art21.org/artist/jordan-casteel/
https://caseykaplangallery.com/artists/casteel/
https://www.instagram.com/jordanmcasteel/?hl=en
https://www.sargentsdaughters.com/jordan-casteel-visible-man
https://www.denverartmuseum.org/en/exhibitions/jordan-casteel-returning-gaze
https://museum.stanford.edu/exhibitions/jordan-casteel-returning-gaze
https://southwestcontemporary.com/jordan-casteel-returning-the-gaze/
https://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/jordan-casteel-within-reach
https://brooklynrail.org/2020/04/artseen/wolpow
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/29/arts/design/jordan-casteel-new-museum.html
https://www.macfound.org/fellows/class-of-2021/jordan-casteel
https://youtu.be/00ukp5qRPoY
https://www.massimodecarlo.com/exhibition/521/there-is-a-season
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/21/t-magazine/jordan-casteel.html
https://caseykaplangallery.com/?exhibitions=in-bloom
https://hyperallergic.com/763495/jordan-casteel-wont-rest-on-her-laurels/
https://www.juxtapoz.com/news/painting/jordan-casteel-s-new-work-contemplates-the-natural-world-and-human-nature/
https://www.thecut.com/article/jordan-casteel-profile.html
https://thecreativeindependent.com/people/jordan-casteel-on-finding-the-perfect-balance/
https://gagosian.com/quarterly/2022/10/27/interview-leaps-of-faith-a-conversation-with-jordan-casteel-and-calida-rawles/
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Jordan Casteel moved to New York City in 2014 after receiving her MFA from Yale 
University. Her portrait paintings are based on photographs she takes of friends, 
lovers, family members, neighbors, and strangers in public or intimate settings. In 
2022, Casteel relocated to rural New York State and used social media platforms to 
connect with people of color living in the same area. Marisa, Isabel, and Sage is one 
result of Casteel’s online discourse and engagement with her new community. The 
painting was recently on display in an exhibition entitled In Bloom at Casey Kaplan 
Gallery along with other portrait and landscape paintings from this new chapter in 
Casteel’s life and career. The artist once said: “These are the communities I am 
surrounded by…. The most important part about identifying a subject and finding 
them is that they are all a part of this landscape of my life and engagement with 
people who mirror aspects of my life or people that I love, and feel familiar in that 
way. They become my friends.” 

On view March 8 – June 11, 2023


